WeRe Bank offers you a solution to the world debt and
financial enslavement crisis…

“Why not accept it….
And Take Delivery of a WeRe Bank SVC/Pre-Paid Debit Card
which gives you an IMMEDIATE appreciation of your Spending
Power in Euro/Dollar/GBP/CHF?

“Introducing The ReSDR”
Some Facts:
1. The global elite have privatised the acquisition of wealth for themselves and socialized DEBT
for you, the many. When things go good for them they take the profit – when it goes bad,
they hand the bill to you. Is this morally right? Should any politician support such theft? Of
course not – so let’s remedy it shall we.
2. Less than 0.01% of the worlds money is in the hands of the people who provide the goods and
services which pay for this world to continue turning, yet…
3. Conversely, 99.9% of this wealth is in the hands of those who “look after the cheque books,
control the money supply, and do the accounting they’re called bankers and banking cronies!”
Does this give you any insight as to who, what, how and why the bankers control the world?
4. Politicians are lying, cheating, good for nothing hypocrites who promise the world and deliver
a bill. They are compromised and there to do one thing and one only – deceive you. It’s the
Game.
5. Quantitative Easing (QE) 1,2,3 and TARP was offered to the corporatocracy and banks via a
“bail-out” system but not offered to the people. All you were offered was the bill! This has
been the largest ever singular divestment of wealth from one fraction of society to the other…
EVER.
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6. The international bankers bailed out the toxic debt of their corporate friends and cronies with
a mechanism called TARP (Toxic Asset Repurchase Program) – in effect debt eradication for
the elite, but NOT for you. This we now address here on your behalf.
7. The world and you are kept in a constant state of war – war keeps you frightened, poor and
needy. Bankers pay for war and fund war. Period!
8. Terrorism, a war-mongers 1st cousin, is a planned destruction of your equilibrium and state of
well-being, and engineered to keep you believing in the “Power of Nightmares!”
9. Bankers pay for governments not vice versa. Think about it. If you want to become the ruler
of a land full of people, first you need money for the troops and the campaign to conquer and
then control and enforce obedience, which all needs paying for. Question: “From where do
you get it?” Answer: “Ask a banker.”
10. The Euro Payment Zone experiment was “an experiment set up to fail” and set up for a limited
lifespan to ensure that a financial tinder-box could be lit under the populations of Europe and
ignited when it was time to introduce a ONE WORLD CURRENCY under the auspices of “saving
the world economy” from collapse. This currency is called the SDR – Special Drawing Right.
WeRe Bank also offers the SDR but to the people.
11. This ONE WORLD CURRENCY of the Old World Satanic Order is called the SDR and the IMF is
already trading it and has been doing for some time now. China joined the Club on the 1st
0ctober 2016
12. The European Central Bank and all High Street banks in Europe, know that the Euro currency
is in imminent threat of collapse. This is also true of the world economic markets too. They
are preparing for it while you sleep and watch night-time TV.

Why?
The sheer weight of debt that’s why which can never, ever be paid off and so, has to be eradicated,
somehow! That somehow NEVER EVER ALLOWS for debt forgiveness, so has to be dissipated via “the
introduction of negative capacitance” into the circuit – for that READ WAR!!

TOTAL GLOBAL DEBT IS $100 TRILLION DOLLARS…
that’s around $14 million of debt for every human being on the planet

Time Is Moving Energy
That debt is owed by the governments of Europe – to each other. However, what this means
is that YOU the tax payer owe this money to private international stock-market capitalists,
who are in effect the shareholders of the countries assets. This game of debt inclusion is a
deliberate plan – it is social engineering at its finest and set up always to appear as if “natural
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market forces” were to blame for the economic, social, mental and spiritual destruction which
ensues, when in fact the true cause is at the planned conference tables of bankers and their
corporate cohorts. The corporatocracy has overtaken the world and all sense is now long
gone – all that lies in store is pain, misery, lack, want and war. It can be prevented though!
How? Read on.
The United States, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Greece and the UK are all
“private corporations” trading under names that mimic those of that country’s previously
accepted name.
Total world debt is so high that the figures mean nothing – they have now become
mathematical constructs only. Total global debt is over 70 trillion and if we incorporate the
derivatives and stock markets it is in the quadrillion range.
In short it can never be paid off – in short it is a rampage of deficit spending fuelled by sheer
greed and irresponsibility born of Satanism and destruction – in short it is prompted and over
seen by very evil entities.
This cycle of war, rebuilding, prosperity, pull back, economic downturn and then war again
is a set agenda. It is there simply to keep you locked in a position as an orphaned child of God,
needy, cold, helpless and destitute with no way perceivable way out.
The permanence of war is the only constant on this planet – it is War! War! And more War!
A permanent state of war is Hell! Do you know who rules that kingdom of hell? The answer
gives you the name of your Masters – the politicians, the corporations, the media, the local
councils and the mayors, the bankers above all and The Church of Rome, which includes the
Zionist Jewery, which governs it all.

ReMember
ReMember that all “money” production/generation is a function of effort. All effort results in
“goods and/or services” being provided or generated. All energy/effort is electrical. All
energy is time based spending.
The IMF and World Bank are determined to introduce a One World Currency before the end
of 2018.
This means that you have a maximum of 12 months to prepare and head this totalitarian
control of the money supply off.
WeRe Bank can provide you with the tools to do this, but it does mean that you have
to make the effort to:1. Understand the banking system which has enthralled and captured you in a net of
deceit and negativity and
2. Make a pledge to your ancestors and future children that you will now remedy the
frightful situation by accepting the Re as the PlanetReServe Monetary Unit PRMU.
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What WeRe Bank Offers
A.
B.
C.
D.

A way out from the oppressive regime which is international banking cartel control
A new unit of money [NOT currency] for you to use in freedom and peace.
It is inflation and interest free and not subject to taxation
It is NOT a fiat currency or a currency of the fractional reserve lending system of the
poisonous banking cartel/cabal.
E. A card, the PlanetRePayment Card, which allows you to spend across borders and
frontiers and is anonymous and free from state and government oversight and control.
It is a liberating idea whose time has come. Try it!
F. It allows you to access money without the need to be part of “their system” and obey
“their rules” – it allows you the freedom of sovereign money – your money which you
control, not them. It cannot be defeated either, as the efficacy is in the simplicity. It’s
just as idea and ideas are bullet proof.
G. It is liberating and productive – giving you freedom from thousands of years of money
slavery

What to do next?
APPLY FOR THE CARD HERE – The Card Costs €/£/$/25.00
1. First you need to go to www.werebank.co.uk website and register for the card under
APPLY FOR THE CARD HERE
2. You will need to ensure that you have a NEAR FIELD COMMUNICATION (NFC)
capable handy/phone/mobile in order to use all facilities on the card.
3. If you are a ReTailer/Shopkeeper or provider of goods and services, then you will
need to download the APP onto your phone, if you wish to be able to transfer from
phone to phone. The App is downloadable from the website.
4. Then you will need to select which location you wish to collect your card from. For
security reasons, we only hand cards out currently to people we know who are
members and that come to the collection points. This may change in the future due to
demand. This procedure is necessary as we also show you how to use the card and
how to manage the back-end office. It also gives you the chance to listen to the offers
we have prepared for you.
5. When you collect your card, you will be asked for the moment: (a) to pay for it in
FIAT CURRENCY [The current cost of the card is ReSDR €/£/$/25.00] and (b)
asked if you would like to load an additional amount of money in ReSDR, and have it
applied to your card.
6. You will be issued with a Security Number or PIN for the card – DO NOT LOSE it!
7. Any amount can be loaded upon the card in ReSDR up to a current maximum of
ReSDR25,000.00
8. The monetary unit on the card is ReSDR. Please NOTE that there is no exchange
back from ReSDR to Euro for members. This facility is ONLY permissible for a
“goods and services” providers for an initial period so as to “bed-in” the system – i.e. a
registered shop keeper, artisan or tradesman. Proof or evidence of status is required.
(There is a separate Information Sheet for ReTailers, shopkeepers and tradesmen.)
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9. When you collect your card, you will be given a short presentation on the way the
card works, how to access the back-office and how to charge it with $/£/€/Chf and
ReSDR and ReWork.

THE CURRENT TRANSMUTATION OFFERED RATE
ReSDR 1.00 is equal to 1.00 £/$/€/CHF for the purposes of the card transaction
However, you should note that we DO NOT exchange fiat currency for Re – we
TRANSMUTE it! There is no correspondence between our accepting your fiat currency and
the issuing of Re. The issuance of Re is TOTALLY AT OUR DISCRETION AND NOT
DEPENDENT UPON OR A FUNCTION OF YOUR SUPPLYING CASH/NOTES/OR
VALUE TO WeRe Bank.
As ReSDR is NOT currently recognised as a monetary unit by any of the Central Banks –
therefore it is immune from taxation and financial surveillance by the “other side” – the
Zionist corporatocracy and banking state cartels.
We would suggest that you place a minimum onto your card of ReSDR120.00. This will
currently cost you €/£/$100.00. With 20% shop discount then this will mean at least 40%
increase in spending power JUST BY CHOSING TO SPEND IN ReSDR as opposed to Euro
(€) £/$/€/CHF etc
When you ReLoad your card you will informed what the current TRANSMUTATION
OFFERED RATE (TOR) is. January/February 2017 it will remain at 1:1

Projected WeRe Bank OFFERED TRANSMUTATION RATE AGAINST FIAT
(WBOT-RAF) (EURO/DOLLAR/STG/CHF/SDR) April 2018 to March 2019
- Provisional – Subject To change
$£€uro/SDR 100.00 > Re 100.00 March/April/May 2018
$£€uro/SDR 100.00 > Re 90.00 June
$£€uro/SDR 100.00 > Re 80.00 July/August
$£€uro/SDR 100.00 > Re 70.00 September/October
$£€uro/SDR 100.00 > Re 50.00 November/December
$£€uro/SDR 100.00 > Re 1.00 January/March 2019
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SPENDING IT!
Where ever you see the WeReHeRe sign or RePay
The ReTailer/shopkeeper will accept Re to the same value as the Euro Value of the goods
in store i.e. if something is priced at €10.00 in the store he will accept Re 10.00 for the item
– LESS the discount which ALL ReTailers offer. This discount is a MINIMUM of 20%.
You can visit the back-office store to see which ReTailers accept Re in your area

Peter of England
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